
 

AWAKENING THE GODDESS 

-  Saraswati  - 
 

Hindu Goddess of Creativity, Insight,  
Communication & Sound 

 

 

 

Mantra:  Aum aim hrim saraswatyai namaha, meaning ‘Om,’ I bow to the 
flowing one whose essence is wisdom and the power to manifest. 

 Bija Sound: AIM,  Meaning Creative Speech and Inspiration.  

Themes: Creativity, Flow, Refinement, Speech, Artistic Expression, Wisdom. 
 

 



 

Meet The Goddess 
 
Saraswati is the artistic muse, the Goddess we call in to Live Artfully in every breath. She 

represents the brilliant artist you are in your full authentic expression.  She is the flowing Goddess 

present as you dance your dreams across the canvas of your days. The essence of Saraswati and her 

creative watery flow connects you with your womb space and feminine, sensual nature.  
 
In Hindu Mythology, Saraswati is said to have emerged as the power of the creative word. She is                  

depicted as riding a white swan and carrying in her four hands, a veena (a type of lute instrument), a mala,                     

a book, and a vessel for water rituals. Saraswati’s skin glows with moonlike radiance, her creative power is                  

palpable and audible through the frequency of ‘Om’ vibrating from her Temple Body.  
 
Saraswati is an ally supporting your pure expression, through your movements, sound,            

music, art, adornment, communication, writing, and all of your creative mediums.  

 
She is the archetype of the muse, within the 13 Moon Mystery School, her mantra is “I play, I                   

inspire.” Saraswati invites you to be a creative channel of inspiration in every breath, every moment, and                 

every sense. She is the energy you feel in the moment that inspiration or insight arises. She is the sacred                    

muse in which to infuse your life with bold, colorful, and expressive artistry. To connect with her, offer                  

yourself, your dance, your breath, your words, and your song as art.  
 
The grace of Saraswati is experienced through your embodied wisdom. As Sally            

Kempton mentions in Awakening Shakti, she is the mediator between the higher wisdom of the subtle                

worlds and the practical wisdom of everyday life. Saraswati invites you to open and experience the living                 

wisdom within you and your womb. As you listen to your womb, you will learn the subtle ways that she                    

speaks to you through her flowing divine feminine wisdom.  
 
Saraswati is here to support you in opening up your voice and communication.             
She wants you to get out of your head and release any judgments to allow the flow of your song, sound,                     

and refined speech. Through consciously integrating your authentic voice in your daily life, you connect               

with your fullest expression and embodiment. Your voice is a powerful tool in which to bring your                 

embodied wisdom into the world. Each sound and word holds a frequency. Invoke Saraswati to become                

more attuned to the frequency of your words and sound, as you recognize the power you hold to co-create                   

what you desire through your voice.  

 

A beautiful way to open your voice and access Saraswati is through working with the               

bija seed syllables of the chakras. She is invoked through connecting with the bija sounds: Lam, Vam, Ram,                  

Yam, Hum, Om, Ah, as well as Aim. By expressing the sounds from the different chakra centers of the body,                    

we recognize where we need to bring more attention and flow. If you feel drawn to a specific chakra, see                    

the Resources Tab, Sacred Tools with Chakra Map, for more Information on each chakra.  
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“At her subtlest, Saraswati lives in that pulsing space at the root of sound,  

where silence gives birth to creative possibility.”  

~ Awakening Shakti,  Sally Kempton  
 

 

 
LIVING ARTFULLY 
 

“The body is just like a musical instrument. It has to be rightly tuned; only 

then will the higher music arise out of it.” 

  ~ Osho 

 

Saraswati inspires artful living, specifically, in the realms of Intellectual life and studies,             

emotions, creativity, sexuality, spirituality, and marriage with the divine.  

 

Saraswati is here to assist you in navigating the world, opportunities, choices, and             

decisions with more ease and grace. She invites you to realign with your intention and focus your creative                  

power in the direction of that which you desire. In every moment, we are faced with decisions which can                   

alter our path as we know it. The more you stay aligned with your YES and deepest intention, the more you                     

are attuned to a space of listening to receive inner guidance from Saraswati. 
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Saraswati also empowers speech and clear communication. She is here to refine your             

language and bridge higher wisdom with the mundane. Consciously work with her to get out of your own                  

way and trust in your ability to channel inspired thought. 

  

 
When embodying Saraswati, experience life as the canvas and you the artist. 

 
 

Become empty presence.  

Listen to your inner compass.  

Know your own value. 

Discover your YES. 

Align with your frequency of YES.  

Nurture your passions. 

Live with intention.  

Be a living prayer of gratitude. 
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SACRED TECHNOLOGY 

Saraswati is your ally in befriending and deepening your relationship with           
Sacred Technology. Sacred Technology invites you to create an intentional relationship with            
technology, recognizing the tools of the digital age as mediums to amplify your message as well as                 
connect and collaborate on a global level. Through mediums such as video and audio, actual               
transmissions can be channeled and received, allowing for greater impact, transformation, and magic.             
Part of our global evolution is to embrace and utilize Sacred Technology to unite together across                
countries and continents and birth a new paradigm.  

 

 

 
Saraswati “dances in the virtual world as the very force that facilitates            
connection.” (Awakening Shakti, Sally Kempton, P.182). She is the magic behind those moments             

when suddenly, just by chance you happen upon something or somebody online that is aligned with                

what you have been calling in. Within Sacred Technology, you can invoke Saraswati in your music and                 

communication. Music is one of her main channels of expression, call on her when creating               

soundscapes, playlists, and music that will support listeners in accessing states of deeper wisdom. She is                

also present when you want to find the right words to express your message and inspire the world.  

Mantra: “I call in Saraswati, the flowing goddess of insight, sound, and            
creativity to support me in refining my language and sharing my message            
and vision through the use of sacred technology.” 
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Practices invoking Saraswati 
 

REFINE YOUR MAGNETIC MESSAGE And Create a Video 

Saraswati helps you to reveal your unique gifts and share them with the             
world. Carve out time to connect with your intention and desire, dance it, sing it, write it, refine what                   
you want to share with the world. Use your time with Saraswati to refine how you desire to be of service                     
and what you want to birth. Use the power of your speech and sacred technology to create a video and                    
share it in the FB Group. Invite your unique gifts to come through the art mediums.  

1. Your Unique TBA Essence  

Refine Your Values: What do you value? What’s most aligned with your highest YES and your unique 
essence? Write your three top values that you are ready to commit to. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Your TBA Mission & Message  

What turns you on and lights you up? What do you stand for? Who do you desire to serve? Be specific. 
For example, one of the missions of TBA is to empower feminine leaders to recognize the wealth of their 
unique gifts and share them in service of birthing a new paradigm rooted in love and guided by grace.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The practice above is inspired by the work of Sage Lavine.  

3. NOW CREATE THE VIDEO: OWN IT. The energy of your video is about bringing your unique                 
essence to the world. 

In making your video, here a few guiding cues: Before turning the video on, connect with Saraswati,                 
speak, sing, and play with your message. Get out of your head and trust the insight to come through in                    
the moment. Imagine you are speaking with all of the people you desire to reach and serve. Speak to                   
them as you look directly into the camera. Imagine that your audience is beaming love back to you.                  
Make sure you are front lit, that you have light on your face. Tripods are a great tool to free your hands                      
and keep the frame steady. Use a microphone or headset to ensure sound is clear. Create facebook live                  
or recorded video in under 2 minutes and share it in our Awakening FB Group and potentially even in                   
the Temple Body Sisterhood group to inspire others. HAVE FUN! 
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Practices invoking Saraswati 
 

An invitation to explore Expressive Arts  

 

Saraswati lives in your authentic     
creative expression. She is present in all       

forms of expression, including movement, visual      

art, writing, voice, music, and other nurturing       

creative processes. Connecting with the arts      

helps you get out of the head and into the body,           

to be moved and governed from within. As        

mentioned in the Guiding Compass, to be in your         

authentic expression, you need to feel safe and        

give yourself permission to be a channel of divine         

creative spirit. When you express your essence       

through different art mediums, you can uncover       

deeper layers of the stories held in your Temple         

Body. As you connect with your self-expression,       

you have more choices in how you consciously        

co-create your life as an artist.  

Paint or draw - How does Saraswati want to flow through you in color and texture in visual art? 
  
Writing: Morning Pages - If you are desiring support in writing, Saraswati is your Goddess.               

Above all else, she represents wisdom which flows, and she can offer insight when you hold your                 

questions within and respond to them by writing and journaling your stream of consciousness.  

 

Begin your day with morning pages. The morning pages is a practice created by Julia               

Cameron and offered in her book The Artist’s Way. This practice invites you to free write three full pages                   

without censorship or stopping to empty out the mind and make more space for creative flow.  

 
You never know when Saraswati will show up as the muse. Keep your journal close to                

your bed, as she may come to you in a dream or waking you at 3 am with inspiration. Pay attention to                      

when inspiration arises and allow space to record your inspired thoughts as you honor these moments                

of insight. 
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Saraswati  

Mudra: Triple Triangle - Womb, Mind, Heart Mudra 
from the 13 Moon Mystery School 

 

 

 

 

Mudra: Thumbs and index fingers connected creating a triangle, begin with 
hands over womb and fingers pointing downwards, then flip hands upwards 

over the third eye, ending with placing hands on heart with fingers 
pointing downwards.  

 
Mantra:  “I am wisdom embodied.” 
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Bonus: Yoni Egg Practice to Connect with Saraswati 
 
Connect with Saraswati to receive insight into where you need to bring 
more creative flow and attention within your temple body and life. Follow 

along with the guided meditation for Saraswati with the Yoni Egg. Connecting with the yoni egg can 

amplify this process and bring you deeper into the wisdom of your womb and creative flow.  

 

 

Reflection Questions  
 

1. When in your life have you experienced your inner muse, where your creative expression flowed 

effortlessly and with ease?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Which Expressive Art mediums inspired you this week? What channels have you discovered and 

opened up in your exploration? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. In what aspect of your life, do you desire to receive insight? Work with this in your morning 

pages.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose ONE of the questions above and share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group. 
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